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Photography:
Writing with Light

• Light is the magical substance that
makes it work.

• Human vision is the ultimate judge of
whether it works.

• Technologies to form images, sense
light and color, represent and reproduce
images, etc., are under our control if we
can understand them sufficiently well.



No Magic

• Just technology
• Respect physics
• Please your eye
• Play some tricks
• Have fun

• Photo by Steve Chong



(Lyon’s) Three Laws of
Photodynamics

1. Even an ideal camera needs enough light to
make a good photo.

2. There’s no such thing as an ideal camera.
3. The closer you can come to the ideal

camera, the better.

Learn to compute how much light is needed under what
circumstances, and why, and what non-idealities make
matters worse, and how to mitigate them.



Rays:  Kepler’s 1604 explanation of the
longstanding pinhole imaging anomalies

F. J Dijksterhuis,
Lenses and Waves:

Christiaan Huygens and
the Mathematical

Science of Optics in the
Seventeenth Century,

Kluwer, 2004



Kepler’s Dioptrice:  geometric
optics driven by telescopes, before
Snell’s law of refraction was known



The Eye, Rays, and
Waves of Light

• Inverted image formation by
refraction in the eye:
Descartes’ La Dioptrique

• Descartes’ or Snell’s Law of
Sines follows from Fermat’s
principle of least time

• Wave explanation by
Huygens’ Dioptrics and
Treatise on Light (1689)

• Waves and diffraction are
ideal effects, in that they are
based on fundamental
physics of light



Light as Particles:  Planck and Einstein

• The ideal sensor makes a 2D histogram:
counts of photons received at every
location in a plane

• Locations finely divided, compared to the
diffraction-limited ideal lens response

• Shot noise comes from the ideal
statistical distribution of counts of
independent photon absorption events:
Poisson distribution



Image
formation in

pinhole
camera
obscura:

too little light,
too much

diffraction blur



Capturing
more rays:

Linse
Focus und
Bildpunkt

Hermann W. Vogel,
Photographie, 1874.



Limits to sharpness/detail/resolution
• Ideal Camera

– Depth-of-field
– Motion blur
– Diffraction blur
– Shot noise

• Non-idealities
– Sensor resolution or film grain
– Aberrations
– Flare, glare, ghosting
– Other noise sources

• More light always
helps with the
tradeoff of aperture
area, exposure time,
and shot noise; but
not diffraction



Front-end things to study:
lenses and sensors

• Image formation by lenses:  distinguishing ideal
effects of diffraction, limited depth of field, and
motion blur from non-ideal effects such as
aberrations, flare, distortion, etc.

• Light sensing by silver halide and by silicon:
distinguishing ideal effects of shot-noise limit
from non-ideal noises, leakage, reciprocity
failure, resolution limits, aliasing, nonlinearity,
etc.

• Color sensing methods and their problems.
• Data conversion, capture, processing, …



Good books



The camera: a box with a lens —
angle of view, determined by focal
length and format (and distortion)



Camera
Settings
(ideal)

• Shutter speed
• Aperture
• Focus



Estimating
exposure:
Hurter &
Driffield’s

Actinograph



A more modern Nikkor lens
with markings for focal length, max aperture,
f-numbers, focus distance, and depth of field

(but shutter is in the camera body)



f-number N:
Relative
Aperture
N = f/D
D = f/N



Lens equation, curvature,
magnification, etc.



Depth of field by
Moritz von Rohr’s method

(“outside the box”)



Depth-of-field
computers



“Tone”



Vision is non-trivial and nonlinear

• Preferred tone reproduction is subjective:



Film is
nonlinear,

too

H&D or
D–logE
curve



Enlarging to make a print
(positive from a negative)



Nonlinearities
dominate
objective

tone
reproduction:

Lloyd A. Jones
diagram



Lens



Refraction law by
Ibn Sahl (984 AD)

L1:L2 constant,
depending on

materials



Snell’s law:  ratio of sines is constant,
equal to ratio of velocities, consistent
with Fermat’s principle of least time



Huygens (1689)


